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SUMMARY

/-

.This r4ort is designed .td-prov e the information required ,to evaluate(the

Specific Aptit4de Test Battery s'ATB) for Gambling Dealer from three piçt s .

of view: (1) techtiCal adequacy of the research;.(2) fairness to minorities;
-and (3) usefulness of the battery to Job Service staff and employer=s in selecting

individuals.for training A Gamblin'g'Dealers.

Research demonsrated a statistically significant and useful relationship betweeri

proficiency as Gambling Dealer and the following Specific,Aptitude Test Battery:
, #

* .

Aptitudes Cutting Scores

0
N h: Nutherical Aptitude '90

, '1) - Form Perception --)

K - Motor Coordimation gr,
<

Data froth four diffezent jobs,(Dice Dealer, Roulette Dealer, Baccarat Dealer,
C I,

and Twenty-one Dealer) were coMbined to forT one test battery.
f

., 4 .
o

Two samples were used in the researth: The'vagdation sampile consisted of 93

. employed workers (inCluding 124'blacks) from the State of New Jersey. Oats we e

collected during 19.78 - 1980. The tests used were those of the General Aptit

Test Battery (GATB). Job proficiency was measured by means'of ratings by t e

instructors and supervisors.
, t

t
.

,

I' "!
A seconisimple-confir*ed or cfoss-validated the SATB. .This sample donsisted of /

-1-23 employed workers-firm tbe-State_of Nevada- The_same eXperimental tests were

used; job proficiency.was.maasured by means of instructor anesupervisory.

ratings. 'The data were c011ected in 1977-1978y

'.

No evidenckOf differences in (TalidityleQifacks and nonminorities was found;
,

the,SATB wat---folialsto be fair to both blacks and nonminorlties using several

definitions of fairness* Additional:information,may be found in:the Validity.

of the Battery section in.Appendix 1; .....

/ r)
.

. . a .

No evidence*of,differenees in xalidity for-Mbles and
.

females was found. The

battery was foun# to be fair.6r-mafes,and.fdmales ating sd*eral deflnitions °

of fairness. .'Additional inforujetiOn'may'be found in ehe Validity of the Battery

section andjn Appendix 2. '4

!.. I
The SAT,B can be expected.to produce a use ful increase in the proportionlofhighly

., competent workers. When the SAM was applied to the validatiori sample,.composed
of indiv,iduals who were employed and therefore considered competent, an igefease

from 65% to 70% in the proportion orf highly proficient workers was found. When

the SATE was applied to the cross-validation sample, composed of individdals

who were employed and therefore considered competent, an increase from 67% to Ie

.in the proportion of highly proficient workers was found. A greater increase

can be expected when,the battery ii u6ed withapplicants, as the range of relevant

abilities.is wider among applicants than among employed workers. ...

0..

VS
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PROCEDUR

A longitudinal design was used; GATB test data were collected from Dealer trainees
duripg their first two weeksof training. Instructor's ratings were obtained or

. eaCh trainee after;the training courseolas completed. Job performance criterion
data were not collected until after the dealers had been on the job at least seven

months: Data,for the validation sample werecoalected during 1978 - 1980.

o .

--...) Uob Analysis ' c .
.

,J1 A job analysis was performed by observing he Dealer's yerformance during traiving

and by consulting with the Dealers' ihstru tors. On-the basis of the job analysis,

a job- descriptip for each job was prepared which was.used to choose an appropriate
criterion or measure of job performance.

tc

The job descriptions shown in Appendix 5. may be us(-ed to provide information,on the
applicability of.the test battery resulting from this research.

In.the job analysis, each")ob duty Was rated for frequency of performapce, percent-

age of time/spent, and level'of difficulty. Critical joh duties
r.

we're identified

on the basis of these ratings',

The four jobs were.,:cmbined.into.one battery.based on the folaowing evidence:

I. The DOT code,was the same: 2. Thelob descriptions were imilAr. 3. The

aptitude ratings were almSt identical. 4. The aptitde-crite odcoiEelations
were similar. 5. The means and standard ddviations of aptitudes re similar.

( I' \
The aptitudes were rated as irrelevant, important, or critical to erformance of

th job duties. These rating& were done for each of the four game(TKenty-One,
Dice, Roulette and Baccarat) and were .almost id4ntiealv .A syptheels of,these

.

ratings'and their rationale follows: .

N - Numberical Aptitude -1Bequired to collect mqney and;sell chips; to compute,total
value-of cards; to calculate mouts; te count Chips;.arid

.

to compute total virtue of chips_ .*

'(..

. .. :

P -.Form Perception Require&to,idehtify card defects% card values and winning
0' Eind loping wagers; to:recognize value of currency; to scan

a table layout; 'tlia identify all location%
/

0,
.'

.K Motor Coordinat.ion .-. Required 4o stack chips, to skide and position cards,; and
. ..---*--

Ito manilmlate,dice. .

.9

\

F Finger lexterity Required to stAtffle cards;
payouts.a

M - Manual Dexteri ty-.

graWchips; and to make

Required to.rake in chips; to draw., Slide, and scoop up
cards; to insert cardp in discar ct holder; to geasp stacks

of chips; to manipulat9, ..stick. to sp dice; to lift and

invert bowl to drop dice; and Co pick tip and place dice

in bowl. . ..._ .

0 .

ra ,o 1

.

,
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gxperimental Test,Bittery
The experimental eest battery consisted of all 12,tests of the GATB,'B-1002A.
Informtibn on the Composition and developmental research of the GATB may be
found, in Manual for the General Aptitude Test Battery, Section III, Develop-

'men aVailable frod the Government Printing Office.

VAidation Saniple Description
The validation sample consisted of 933 Dealers,(392 females and 541 males)
employed in the North, (see Appenaix 2). A total of 177 were minority group
members (124 blacks,-18 Orientals, 20 Hispanics, 10 American Indians and 5 French
Canadians), and 756 were nonminority group meMbers. The means and standard
deviationsfor age and education of sample members are.shown ih Table 1.

Some of the sample members were given parts of Measurement a Skill and Differ-
ential Aptieude Test before selection. All sample members were dOing duties
similar to those found in the job descriptions in.Appendix 5. Descriptive sta-

tistics for black.and nonminority subgroups are shown in Appendix 1. Descriptive

statistics for male and'female subgroups are shown in Appendix 2.
A

Cross-validation Sample Description '

The cross-validAtion sample consisted of 123 Dice and Twenty-one Dealers (61

females, 62 males) emplOyed in the West. A total of 11 were minority group mem-

bers (10. Hispanic, 1 Orientcpielnd 112 were nonminority group members. The

'means and standard deviations for age and education of sample members are shown

'in Table la. /

Criteria fof Validation Study
The criteria for the validation sample'consisted of instructor and supervieory

- ratings. The instructor.and immediate supervisor rated peach worker. The ratings

were obtained by means of personal Visits of State test deVelopmgnt analysts who

explsined the rating procedure to the instructors and supervisors. For all but

78 -f the smnple members, two different instructors rated each trainee at
completion of the course. Scheduling probleMs-necessitated getting pooled\
instrqctor7ratings for 78 aample/meMbersu The ratings wer6 completed by six
instructors based on their viewing of vidreotapes of.trainees' performance. 'A
description of the training curTiculum is shown in Appendix,6. Two ratings were

obtained froi each suArvisor with an interval pf at least two weeks berweenthe

ratings. Since sample members' test scores ace cOnfidential, instructors and
superyisors had no knowledge of the tese scores of workers.

A descriftive-cating sosle for trainees was'used to obtain instructors' ratings.

The scale ,(see. Appendix 4) consists ofoseven items. Six of these items cover

differente,aspects of job performsnce. The seventh item is a global item on Gambling

Dealers "a14-tound" ability. Each item has five alternative responses correspond-

ing to differe t degrees of job proficiency. For the purpose'of scoring the items, '

,weights of 1 to 5 were assigned to the responses. The iotalacore on the rating
scale is"the sum of the weights for the seven items. The posaible range for each .

rating is. 7-35.

A. review of the course outline for Gambling-Dealer trainees indicated that the
items covered by the rating scale were directly related to important aspects of

- job related training.
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A. 'Aptitude or facility:, A trainee must ha(ie the pdential to learn the job.

B: Quantity: Aq,trainee must meef standards of accom lishment.in learning the

P
skills and knowledia-fired in the training program.

C. -q6ality: A tr,ainee must perform assignments carefully And completely.

.---:-
Quickness in learning instructipeal uns4s: A trainee must demonstrate

the ability to 'pasp important concepts and learn manipulative skills

quickly to be successful in job telata training. .....,

t

E. SkiAl in.use of equipment: A trainee must demonsttate kno wledge and

akill in making proper and efficient use of equipment'in job related ,

raining. .

, F. V riety of duties performed efficiently:I A ttaineè must.acquire a wide-

. varietyy, of knowledge and skills to sdccessfully ,complete formal job

related training.
,

G. General performance: Successful completion of training for Gambling

Dealer involves a combination.af the abov aspects of le'arning ability.

. tj

A specially designed liscriptive rating scale was used to obtain supervisory

ratings.: The,scale (see'appendix 4) consista of five items. Four of:these

items cover different aspects of job performlnce. The fifth item- is a global'

itemon the GamblineDealers "all-around" ability. Each item has five alterna-

tive responses corresponding to different degbees of job.preficiency. For the

purpo(se of scoring the items, weights of I to 5 were assigned:to the respolOes.

'The total score on the rating scale is the sum of the weights for the five items.

The posaible range for each ratihg is 5-25.
4

A review of the job descriptions indicated that the items covered by the rating

scale were directly related to-important aspects'of jab duties perfc7Itied by

Gambling Dealers.

AV Maintaining pace of game:4 A Dealer must conduct the flow of the game

in a satisfactor'y manner.,

B. Accuracy; A Dealer must be accurate in calculating odds, counting

totals, payoff and making change.

C. Conducting activities r play of game: A Dealer must maintain control," ,

of ;the game.
4

D. Handling and manipulating equipment: ,A-pealer must efficiently handle

and manipulate equipment.

E. "All-tround" job ability: Albealer's ylue involves a combination of .

aspects of job performance listed above,

A .

A reliability coefficient of .56 was obt ined between the yo instructor raeings

and a reliability coefficient qf .60 was obtained between.the two supervisory

ratings, indicaeing significant_relations ips. Therefore, the final criterion A

score'consists.of the combined scorea of t e instructor ratings and combined scores
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of the supervisory ratings. The pOssible range.for the combined scpres of

the instructor ratings is 14-70; and for supervisory ratingg is 10-50.. The

actual range of.instructordratings for the tqtal sample is 20-70. The mehn is

49.2 with standard-deviation of 8.1. The actual range of supervisory ratings

foi the total sampl,e is 14-50.. The mean is 35.8with a standard deviation of

6.2. The relationshiPhetween the criteria and age and education is shown in

Table 1%

9

1,

a

C. A1LE 1

Means, Stan,dard Deviations (SD) and Peari(on
Pioduct-Moment Correlations with the Instructor Ratings (rl)

and Supervisor Ratings (r2) for Age and Education
.

1.

Validation Sample
= 933

'Mean SD_
s.

Age (years) 27.6 6.8

Education (years) 13.5 1..8

*Significant at the .05 level
**Significant.at the .01 level.--

. ."*TABLE,la

Cross-Validation Sample
N = 123

Mean' SD

rl r2

-0.24**

0.06 0.07*

rl r2:

Age (yehrs) h 28.7 7.4
4

Educatipn1(years) 13.3 1.7 0.03

**Significant at the .01:level
I.

0.01

The correlation between the combined instractor ratings and compined supervisory

ratings was .28.' The fact that thiS correlation is low indicItes that the two

criteria measdre different aspects of performance. Therefore, the final cri-

terion consists of a lltiple hurdle,combination,of the summed instructor ratings

and summed supervisory ratings. For the purpose of analysis, the criterion'

distributiOn was dichotomized so as to.include, as nedrly as possibie, one-third\

'of the sample in'he low'criterion grou4 and two-thirds in the high criterion

group. This procedure,is standard for SATB studies. A cutting.score of 42 for .-

the-training criterion together with a. cutting score of 33.for for the job

performan criteriOn placed 357cof We total sample in the low criterion group

and 65% in the high-criterion'Obup. '



Criteria for Cross-Validation Study
0

\.!

.,The criteria for the cross-validation gample also con'tisted of rhstructor and

supervisory ratin0. After two months in'the program a singIOinstructor
rating was obtainad for each member of the cross-validation sample:. The same
seven item-Descriptive RaCing.Scale for trainees was used as for the valida-

jion.sample (Appendix 4). After fourmonths, two supervisory ratings were
collected using the standard Descriptive Rating.Scale (Appndix 4). the re-

b.stween the knstructor rating and the sum of the superiiisory,ratings

wat In order.tO provide equal weighting between the instrtictor and super-

visory ratings, scores from the.instructor rating were converted into a distri-
bution with the same mean and standard deviation as the supervisory ratings.: The

relatio ship between the criteria and age and education4is shown in Table la.

. The crit rion distribution wat dichotomized as for the validation sample.. The

criterion cutting score was set at 68 which,placed 33% of the cross-validation
saMple in the low criterion group.and 67% in the hie criterion group: The,

relationship between the criteria and age and education is shown in Table la.

ANALYSIS

The initial step in the'analysis is to identify those aptitudes whi& show some
evidence of validity and job relatedneas. This evidence can be:

i

1. Statistical.evidence of the correlation (r) betnen the test and the

criterion, '

2. Content validity as"vi7denced by a rating of "critical" bated on
,

the job analysis, or .

. .

/

3. Any combinatidu of the,following:

. high mean 4

. low standar4 deviation (SD)

. rating of "important " based on *e-job analysis

d,
Statistical results for the validation saMple are shown in Table 2.

TABLE

Statistical Results .for

, N =
r

Aptitude Mean

2

Total
933

.

,

-.

Validation SalOple

SD 1

14.1 .22**

14.2 .13** -
13.8 .22** .

17..9, '.18'n

171.1 ..23**

15.5 . ,..15**

17.2 .13**

19.4 ' %17**
20.6 , .15**

r2

\

43**
.26**

t

.i2**

, . .
.

G General Learning Ability
V -,Verbal AptitUde'
N Numerical Aptitude .

S SpatialAptitude
P 7 Form Perception r

Q Clerical Perception
K Motor Coordi:nation
F Finger Dexterity
M Manual Dexterity..

.1-09-.6

108.2
109,7

105.1

.
118.2

119,.6

113.4.
109.0

. 19.5

**Significant at the .01 level



!TABLE 3

Statistical Results for Twenty-ope Dealer
N = 197

0
,

Aptitude Mean SD rl
.

-

G - General Learning Ability' 106.6 14.1 .25-**

V - Verbal-Aptitude 107.3 . 14.2 .13**

N Numerical Aptitude . 107.3 .13.9 .28**

S *-- Spatial Aptitude 102,7 17.3 .19**

P 1- Form Perception 116.5 17.5 .25** ,

Q Clerical Perception 119.0 14.8 .22**

K - Motor Coordinabion 112.5 17.2 4.12*,

F Finger Dexterity 107:7 19.9 .12*

2,4" Manual-Dexterity 115.7 20.9 .12*

*Significant at.the .05 level
**Significant at the .01 lev.e.1

, 4 TABLi 4

Statistic4 Results for Dice Dealer

N = 325

Aptitude Mean SD rl".
. ob

G General Learriing Ability 111.7 - 13.7 .29**

Verbal Aptitude 109.5 14.2 .20**

N -*Numerical Aptitude 112,3 13.3 :23**

S Spatial Aptitude 106.9 ''' 18.7 .24**

P Form P erception 11/.6 417.2. .27**

Q Clerical Perception , 118%1 15.6 . .18**

%K.- Moebr CoOrdivation ' 113.2 16.5 .17**

F - Finger Dexterity 107.2 18.1 0 eh** '

M -"Manual Dexterity '121.7 20.4

cr

.21**

*.Signifeicant at the 05 level
**Significant-at the .01 level

67A

r2
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TABLE 5

Statistical Results fOr Roulette Dealer
N = 141

-77"1

de Mean SD rl r2

)1C - General learning Ability 110.6 13.1, .06 .16

V Verbal.Aptitudeo 108.7 13.5 -.09 .10

N - Numerical Aptitude 111.5 13.3 .12

S - Spatial Aptdtude -107.9 18.0 .08 .13

P Form Perception 121:9. 16.1 .21* .18*

Q - Cleyical Perception 124.7 16.9 -.02 ..14

.K - Moeor Coordination 116..2 18.0 .18*

-F Finge+ Dexterity 6.3 19.2 .23**

M - Manual Dexterity 122.9 19.'1 .27**

*Signi.ficant at the .05 level
**Significant at the .01 llevel

TABLE

,

Statistical. Results for'Baccarat Dealere-
, tr= 70

Aptitude Mean SD rl r2

G - General Learning Ability 107 . 1 14.8 .26*'

V Verbal Aptitude - 105.8 14.8 .03 .28*

N - Numerical Aptitude 108.0 13.2 .28* .28*

S - g'patial Aptitude 104.3 15.5 .30* .22

P - Fotm Perception 119.1 14.6 .28* -.01

Q Clerical Perception 120.0 13.4 .10 .15

K - Motor Coordination 114.4 17.9 .04 .11

F - Finger Dexterity 109.8 18,7 .20 -..07

M - Manual Dexterity 124.0 '19.4 .-27* .04

-

*Significant'at the .05 level
**Significant at the .01'level

Table 7 summarizes the qualitative analysis and statistical results shown in
Table 2 and shows-the-aptitudes considered for inclusion in the battery.
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TABLE 7

Summary of,Qualitative and Quantitative Data
'for Validation Sample

GVNSPQKFAptitude
Type of Evidence
Job Analysis Ratings

Critical .

Important
Irrelevant

.

X X X X X

Statistical Evidence
, High Mean

Low SD
Significant r
,Instructor Rating
Supervisor Rating

Criterion
Criterion'.

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

er"-----XXXXXX_XXXXXX

X

-..

.

X

Aptitudes Considered for
, Inclusion in the Battery C VNSPQK

The information in Table 7 indicates that all nine aptitudes should be considered
for inclusion in the batterY. The objective is to develop a battery of 2, 3 or
4 aptitudes with cutting scores at the point (a) where about the same percent will
meet the cutting scores'as the percent placed in the high criterion group and (b)
which will maximize the relationship between the battery and the criterion.

The cutting scores are set at about one standard deviation below the mean aptitude
scores of the saiple, with the deviations at five point intervals above and below
these points to achieve the objectives indicated above.

The following/battery resulted:
,

i Aptitudes Cutting Scores

N - Nnmerital Aptitude 90

P - Fc\tm Perception 100

K - M4or C6ordination , 90
7

VALIDITY OF THE BATTERY

This-section of the report first( presents evidence of criterion-relation validlty
of the SATB on the validation sample and all relevant subsamples. Next,'it
provides information on effectiveness and'fairness of test norms.

Criterion Related Validity
Table 8 shows that there is a significant relationship,befWeen the job per-
formance criteria and the SATB for the total validation sample, blacks, nonminor-
ities, females, males, and for the cross-validation sample; the difference between

' validities for the :Afferent jobs is not statistically significant (highest CR=
1.66).

1 4



, TABLE 8

. yatlidity o "Battery

Sample N

High
Criterion

Group

Low
Criterion

Group

4elow
Cutting
Scores

Meeting
Cutting
Sdores

Below
Cutting
Scores

Meeting
Cutting
Scores

TotI'i> 933 112 491 209

Black 124 22. ,41 36 25

Nonminority 756 80 427 75 .174

Female 42 234 40 76

4.

Male 541 70 257 .81 133

Dice Dealer : 325 29 137 . 51 108

Roulette
Dealer 141 13 93 10 25

Baccarat
Dealer 70 5 42 19

Twenty-one
Dealer 397 65 219' 56 57

Gross-
Validation
Sample .123 7 76 31

*Yates r corrected

Signifi-i
,-cance . Phi

dhi Level \COeffi-

Sguare 12< . cient

37_3
.

.20

7,2 .005 .24

214- .0005_ :17

18.3 .0005 .22-

17.4 -za-.0005 .18

9;3

4.0*

0.2*

27.1.

3.6*

.0.05

. 025'

. 0005

.05

.17

-

.05

.26

. 17

**Computed using Fisher's Exact Probability Test
,L

Multiple regression analysis was 'conducted be tween aptitudes N, P, and K and the

criterion. A multiple correlation of 0.25 (significapt at the .01 level) was

obtained between the job performarite criterion and aptitudes N, P. and K.
1

Effectiveness of the Battery
'

The level of'validity shoim in Table 8 indicates the battery' will be useful in

selection. :In the total validation sample, 65% were considered.to.be.highly pro:

ficient. Of those who met the cutting,scores,'.70% werehighly, proficietitan

increase of 5 Rercentage poInts over the existing 'selection melhod. These findings

are'shown in Table 9.
1 A

-
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TABLt.9

Efkectiveness cif the Batatery

SELECTION SYSTEg-
NUMBER
SELECTED

HIGHLY
-PROFICIENT
"(HIGH

CRITERION
GROUP).

MARGINAL
(1,014

CRITERION
GROUP)

- 4%

Validation Sample
Without Tests 933 603 65 . 330 35

With'Tests 700 491 70 209 30

Cross-validation Sample'
Without Tests 123 83 67 40 V 33 .

With Tests 107' 76 71 31 ,29

Subgroup Analysis
No difference in the validities for blatks and nonminorities was found for this
battery; the difference between phi coefficients for blacks and nonminorities for
the total validation sample is not statistically significaht (CR = .79).

t

The battery is fair to blacks since,the;propörtion of'both-black and nonminerities
who met the cutting scores approximated the proportion who were in the.high cri-'
terion gioup; 53% of the blacks met the cuttfng scores and 51% were in the high
criterion group; 79% of the nOnminorAies-met the cutting scores and 67% were in
thd high triterion group.

1

No difference in the ValidiAres'for males.and.females was found for,this battery;
the dikference between the-phi cogfficients for the male and female subgroups is
not satistically significant (CR

The battery iS fair to females since the proportionof both females ancrmales who
met the cutting scores approximated the proportionAgho were in the high criterion
group; 79% of the femalesAmet the cutting scores and 70% were in the high cri-
terion group; 72% of the males met the cutting scores and 60% were in the high
criterion group".
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APPENDIX i

Descriptive Statistics for Black and
Nonminority:Subgreups of Validatibn Sample

6,3

Variable Mean

Black
(N=124)

SD Range

Aptitude G 96.9 12.4 72-131

Aptitude V, 99:4 13.8 70-129

Aptitude N, 100.3 13tV 63-127

Aptitude S 94.8 16.3 58-133

Aptitude P 109.1 19.2 70-165

Aptitude Q 112.9 ,35.1 81-158 ,

Aptitude K 108.0 16.2 667-140

Aptitude F 102.3 20:1 60-162

ATtitude N. 110.2 19.8, 64-164

Crfterion I 45.7 9.1 20-70

33.5 -5.7 17-49

Age 'r 28.8 . 6.9 19-57

Education 13.2 1.7 8-17

APPENDIX 2

Nonminority
(N=756)

Mean SD Range

111:4 13.2 69-154._

110.2 13.4 70-160

111.6 13.2 69-148

, 106.7 17.5 55-156

119.8 16.3 68-164

120.9 15.3 80-1g5

114.4 .17.0 49=161

109.9 19.0 43-168

121.1. 20.4 57-196

49.7' 7.8 28-70

36.2 6.1 14-50

27.3 . 6.7 18-57

,13.6 1.8 8-17

Descriptive Stitistics for Male and'

Female Subgroups of Validation Sample

-

Variable Me41

Male
(N=541)

.

SD Range

4
Aptitude G
Aptitude V

110.1
,

107.3

14.3
14.5

69-154
63-152

Aptitude N 111.2 13.5 63-14,8

, Aptitude S 105.5 18.9 55-156

Aptitude P 115.7 17.0 68-163

Aptitude Q 116.7 ,14.8 80-173

Ainitude K 111.5 17.5 49-161

Aptitude F 104.5 19.0, 43-167

Aptitude M , 119.9 21.2 57-196°

Critericsn. I: 49.2 8.2 20-70
,

. Crlterion II 35.2 ' 6.3 14,60

.Age 284 7.4 18-57

' Education 13.7 1.8 8-17

Female
(N=392)

Mean SD Range

107.5 13.7 72-143

109.4 13.6 72-160

'107.7 13.8 65-/48

104.5 16.4 58-156

.121.7 16.6 81-165

123.6 15.5 81-185

116.1 16.4 60-159

11511 18:2 56-168

119.0 . 19.8 59-168

49.1 8.1 23-70

36.6 5.9 20-50

26.5 . 5.6 18-56

13.3 .7 .9-17
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APPENDIX 3

Descrtptive Statistics for Cross-validation Sample

(N=123).

'Variable
V
Mean

0

SD Range

Aptitude'G 114.8 14.7 80-154
Aptitude V 114.8 17.2 78-189,

Aptitude N 110.8
,

. 14.5 7641-144'
'..

Aptitude S 114.7 17.'3 74-163
Aptitude P 132.3 17.9 83-172
Aptitude Q 130.8 17.3 '85-175
Aptitude K 121.1 14.5

....

82.459
Aptitude F. 107.9 20.4 72-168
Aptitude M 113.9 18.1 64-162
Criterion I 45.7 11.7 14-70
Criterion II 36.9 7.5 20-60
Age 28.7 7.4 21-58
Education -- 13.3 1.7 8118

44,

1.

;43
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APPENDIX 4

\ \\

_

We are asking you.to 'rate the job performance of the trOnees whom you

Thinstructed. ese ratinps will serve as a "yardstick" against which we can

coMpare the test scores in this study. The ratings must (rive a true picture

of each trainee or this study will have Verylittleyalue. You shauld strive

to give the most accurateratings posSible for each trainee..

These ratings are strictly 'confidential and won't affect your trainees in anv

way. Neither the ratipas nor test scores-of any trainee will be Shown to

anyone other than personnel of the ESC testing section-. We,are,interestedin

only "testing the tests." Ratings are needed for only those trainees who are

in tht test study.

In makina ratings, uon't let general impressio4 or some outstanding trait

affect your judgment. Try to forget your personal feelinns about the trainee.

Rate him only on his perforMance. Here are some additional points which might

help you:

PATIMn TPAI1EES

SUGGESTiONS TO PATERS,

1. Please read and study all directions and the ratinn scale thorouahlY hefore

rating a trafnee.

2. For-each question compáre yourtrainees with "trainees in neneral" for this

tylie of vocational training. We want the ratings to bthased on the same

standards in all training courses coverina the same occunation.

3. A:suggested methOd is to rate all trainees oni-one question at a time. The

questions pertain to the different abilities of the trainees. A trainee may

be good in one ability and poor in another: for example, a very'slow trainee

pay, tm very accurate. So rate all trainees, On the first auestion, then rate

all ,trainees on the second'auestion; and so on.

Rate the trainees according to the work they haye done throughout the entire

vocational 'training course. Don't rate just on the hasis of one "good"'daY,

one "bacr, 8ay br some singleincident. Think in terms of each trainee's-

usual or typical day by.day Performance.

5. Rate only on the abilities listed on the rating sheet. .00 not'let factors

such as cooperativeness, ability to get along with others, promptness an4:1

hones* influence your ratings., Although these asPects. of a worker are

important, they'are of no value for.this study as a "yardstick" against

mhich to compare aptitude test scores.

Please fill in the information requlted below.

RAIED 'BY :
TITLE

LOCATIM OF TRAMINn nATE

(City) ttate
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UNITED STATES TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

DESCRIPTIVE RATING SCALE FOR TRAINEES

(For Trainees Used in Aptitude Test 6evelOPment Studies)

Score

RATING SCALE FOR
(DOT Title and Code for Training Cours.e)

. . .

Directions: Please read "the suggestions to raters" on the hack of this form
then complete this ratinn scale. In making yobr ratings, only.
ohe box should be checked for each nuestion.

Name of trainee (print)

Sex: Male Female

K

(Last) (First) -

A. Jkiw much.aptitude or fpicility-does he have for the vocational traininn?
(Trainee's adeptness or knack for 'performinn the work easily and well.)

0 1.,Has great.difficulty doing the work. 'hot at all suited for the
training.

0 2. Usually has some difficulty d
for the triininn.

p.
-

Not too well suited

0 3. Does the work withput too much^difficulty. Fairly well suited
for the traininn.

0 4. Usually doeA the work without difficulty. Well suited for the
training. r ,.

0 5. Does the work With nreat ease. Exceptionally well suited for
. the training.

4.
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4

4.

so,

\
'fa

B. How much abil\ ity does he have for maintaining adequate produdtion in the

vocational adijvity for which he was tratned?

. .\

0 1. Capable, of very low work outpbt. Can perfoft only at an
-,..,. -

. unsatisfactory,pace. V ,

e 1

0 2. Capable of low work output. Cban erfotm atra-slow pace.el

0 3. Capable of fair work output. Can p rform aean accelptable
.

-e

. but not a fast pace. 0,

-4
.

,

E3 4. Capable of high work output. tah perform at'a:fast'pace.'

C3 5. Capable of very high'work output: Can.perform at an unusually
,

,

fast pace. '

4 (
N

C. \How good was the quality of his WOrk during the vocItional training?

0 1. Performance was inferior and almost never me-Cminirgam quality
. t;? 8,

. standards. .

0 2. Perfrmance was usua'lly acceptable but somewhat inferior in

qualitY; The irada of his work could stand'fMprovement.

,

0 3. Performance' was acceptable bat usually not superior in-quality.

0 4. Performance was usually superior in quality':

0 S. Performan wa almost always of the highest.quality.

,

D. How quick learn the instructional units of the vocational.training?

0 1. Learned the work very slowly. Needed careful and repeated

instructions.
2

0 2. Learned the work somewhat slower than most.

0 3. Learned most of the work in the*.usual amount ofItime.

0 4. Learned moSt of the work quickly.

0 5. Learned all of the 07k iery raPid)y. Needed only"the minimum

amount of traidin9 Or ..ifitrUctions for even' the difficult aspects.-

\,
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E. How much ability does he have for usinn the eguinment of,ihevocatinnal
trajning?

. ., d
'

-
1

1. Has very limited ability. Cannot use die enuinmeat adeguately.
2. Has little ability. Can use the eauinment to'"get bv."

, 0 3, Has a inoderate amountOf ability. Can use the enuipment to do
fair work.

4, f0 4. 'Has high ability. Can use the equipment to do noo-d
0 5. Has very high ability. tan use the eauioment to do excellent
. work.

F. How large a variety of iob dutiecan be performed efficiently?

C] 1, Cannot n'erform different operations adenuatelY.

O 2: Can perform a limited number of dffferent ogeratinns efficiently.
0 3. Can perform,several ,different onerationswi,th.reasonahle

efficienay.
ET 4. Can perform many different onerations efficiently'.
a. 5. Can perform an'unusuallY larne variety of different operations

efficiently..

G. ConSidering all ,the faeiors a1ready.rated, and only/these factoxs,.how
acceptable hicrerformance during vocationaTFainino?

0 1. Performance was unvitisfactorv.
El 2. Performance was not completely satisfactory.
0- 3. Performance was satisfactory.
E] 4. Perfqn.nance was good.

5. Performance was outstanding..

Complete the following ONLY if the workers is no lonner in the traininn course
'he or she was in when tested.

H. What do you think is the reason this nerSon left the training course? .

(It is not neceisary to show the nfficial reason if you feel that the/7?
4 another reason, as this form will not be shown tn :anybody in the school
or company.)

0 1. Dismissed because of'in'abilitv to do the training course work.
2. Ouit, and I feel that it' was because of difficulty doing the

training coursework.
0 3. Dismissed for reasons other than ability tn do the training course

work (e.g., absenteeism) O .

0 4. Ouit, and I feel the reason for quitting was,not related 041
ability to ao the training course wor4k.

ated By

Company or Organizatit

Date

Location (City, State, ZIP Godel

1.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR MANPOW\EK ADMINISTRATION

13

SPECIAL DESCRIPTIVE RATIN G. SOALE

SC:)RE.

RATING SCALE FOR
D.O.T. Title and Code . \

4 '
I ,

Directions: Please read the "Suggestions to Raters" and then fill in the items which follow. In making your
ratings, only one box should he_checked for each question.

i,

r SUGGESTIONS TO RATERS

We are asking you to rate the job performance -of 'the people who work for you. These ratings will serve as a
"yardstick" against which we can compare the test scores in this study. The ritings Must give a true picture of
each 'worker or this study wiDiave veci little value. You should try to give the most accurate ratings possibleo for
each worker.'

40'hese ratings are strictly confidential and won't affect your workers`in anY way. NeitHer the ra.tings nor test
scores of any workers will be shown to anybody in your company. We are interested only in "testing the tests."
Rarings,are needed only for those workers who are in the test study.

Workers who have not completed their training period, or who have not been on the job or under your
supavisioniong enough for you to know how well theY can perform this work should not be rated. Please
in&rm the test technician about this if yóii ae asked to rate any such workers. \

Complete the last questron only if the worker is no longer on the job.

In making ratings, don't let general impressions or some outstanding trLt affect yourjudgment. Try to forget
your personal feelings about the worker. Rate only on the-work performed. Here are some more points which :
might help you;

a

i. Please read all directions and the rating 4ale thoroughly before rating.
, . - .

2. For eich question comp`ire your workers with "workers-in-general". in this job:1 that is, compare your
workers widi other workers op this job that you have known. This is very important ia small plants where

, there are only a few workers. We want the ratings to be based on the same standard in all the plants.
,

3. A su...:ested method is- to rate all workers on one question at .a time. The questions ask about different
_ abilities of the iworkers: A work may be good in one ability and poor in another: for example, a very slow

orker May be accurate. So rate all .wodters on the first question, then rate all workers on the second .
\................,47

_
uestion, and so on. ..,

4. Practice and experience usually improve a worker's skill. However, one worker with six months' experience -
may be a better worker than another with six years' experience. Don't rate. one worker as poorer than
another merely txcause of a lesser' amount of experience.

5. Rate the workers according to the_work,they have done over a period of several weeks or ths. Don't rate
jun on the basis of one "good" day, or one "bad" day or some sing]; incident.. Think in terms of each
worker's usual or typical performance.

Rate only ihe abilities listed on the rating sheet. Do not let factors such as cooperativeness, ability to get
along with others, promptness and honesty influence your ratings. Although' these aspects of a worker are
important, they are of no value for this st4dy as a "yardstick" against which to compare aptitude test scores.

23



NAME OF WORKER (Print) ,(Last) (Firht)

iEX: MALE FEMALE

Company Job Title:
A",

-

HOW often do you set this worker
in a work situation?

/ /

/ /

. / I.

/ ,

sir
now-long have you worked with this.,

worker? 4

Under one month.All the time. /

Several times a day. / /

Several time3 a,week. /./

Seldo-m. j /

One to two months%

Three to five months, o

Six monthsAr. more..

ts '

A. How well does ihe dealer maintain the pace of the game? (lealer's ability to

ci
conduct the ?low and'tempo of the game'in relation to the players.)

/ / 1. The pace at which the dealer conducts the game is unsatisfactpry.

-51
/ / 2. The.pace at which the dealer conducts 'ttie game is below'average.

/./ 3. The pace at which the dealet conducts the game is.satisfactory.

,/ / 4.. The pace at which the dealer conducts the kame i$ above average.

/ / 5. The pac4 at-which the dealer conducts the-game is outstanding.,

B. Haw accurate is the dealer in the' various functions of 4he game, such as calcu-

lating odds, counting totals, paying off-, or making cliange?

/ / 1. Makes very many mistakes. Work needs constant correcting.

/-/ 2. Makes frequent mistakes. 'Work needs more correcting than is desirable.

/ / 3. Makes mistakes,occagionally. Work needs only normal correcting.

/./ 4. Makes few mistakes. work seldOM needs correcting.

/ / 5: Rarely makes a miitake. Work almost never needs correcting.

C. How wtll does the dealer conduct the activities or play of the ame?

/ / 1. Has poor ability in conducting game. Loses control of game.ftequently.

/ /.2. Has limited' ability in conducting game- Occasionally loses control of game.

/ / 3. Has average ability in conducting.game. Usually cOntiols game ,at-acceptable

level.

/ / 4. Has good ability in condncting game., Seldom loses control of game.
. -

T'Li

.4

/ / 5. Has outstanding ability in conducting game. ` A mOst always has complete
.

control,of game:
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0

0

D. How well does the dealer handle and manipulate the.eqUipment (sta chips, cardS,
r

etc.) of.the game?
,

0

/ / Clumsy. Has .difficiaty handling equipment adequateiy.b
,

.

/-/ 2. fig's limited ability, Handles equipment with some difficulty.
-

0.

/ / 3. Has average ability. Handles equipment witSteasonable efficiency.

it
a

,r

/ / 4., Performance is abgve average. Has good ability in handling equipment.

/ / 5. Performs at an outstanding level. Has.excellent ability in handling

equipment. .,,

E. Consideringoall the factors already rated, and only these factors, how good is this -

dealer? (Dealer's all-around ability to do the job.)

/ / I..
Performance Usually not acceptable.

. /,!7 / 2. Performance somewhat inferior.

!.7//" / 3. A fairly-proficient wortcert

/ 4. Performance usually superior.

/ / 5. An unusually competent, worker.

Complete the foilowing ONLY,if the'dealer s no longer on the Jot?.

F. What do you think is the reason this person left the -job?, (It is n ot necessary,to'

show the official reason if you feerthat there is another reation., as-this form

will not be,shown to anybody in tSe company.)

/ /.1. Fired because of inability tg do the job.

/ / 2. Quit, and I feel that it was because of difficulty doing the .job.

/ / 3. Fired or laid off for reasons other than ability to do the job (i.e.,

absenteeism, reduction in force.)

0

/ / 4. Quit, and I feel the reason for quitting was not related to ability to do°

the4job.

r)

/ / 5. Quit or was promoted or-reassigned because tile dealer had 14uned the job

well and wanted,to(adliance

RATED BY
TITLE DATE

.COMPANY OR ORGANIZATION ,
LOCATION (City. State, ZIP Code)
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MENT OF L*0111 MANPoyiame ADMINI S

DESCRIPTIVE RATING SCALE

gC0RE
. .

RATING SCALE FOR

1ST

0'.0.T. Title and Code

, ..1 .. .1.
i

. .
Directions: Please read the "Suggestions to Raters" and then till n the items which follow. In making'your

. ratings, onty one box should be checkea for each question.

SUGGESTIONS TO RATERS

We are asking you to rate the job performance of the people wht7 work for you. These ratings will serve as .4
a "yardstick" against which we can comparejte test scores in this study. The ratings must give.a true picture
of each worker or this study will have very etle value. You should.try to give the most accurate ratings

-possible for each worker.

These rktings are 3trictly confidential and won't affect your workers in any way. Neither the ratings nor
test sales, of any workers will be shown to anybody in your company. We are interested only in "testing
the telts." Ratings are needed only for those workers who are in the test study.

Workers who have not completed th,ar hurling period, or who have not been on the.job or under your
supervision long enoligh for you to know how well they can perform this ,work,should'not be rated.
Please inform the test technician about this if you are asked to rate any such Workers.

Corriplete the last question _OrAy. ir the worker is no longer on the job.

In making ratings, don't let general impressions or some outstanding trait affect your judgment. Try to
forget your personal feelings about the.worker. nate only on the work performed. Here are some more
points which might help you:

4 I. Please read all directions and the rating scale thoroughly before rating.
44.

2. For each questiorr compare your workers witlf`lworkers.in-general" in this job. That is, compare your
worker-a-with other workers oil this job that you have known. This is very important in small plants
where there are only a few workers. We want the ratings to be based on the same standard in all the plants.

3. A suggested method is to rate all workers on one question at a time. The questions ask about different
abilities of the workers. A worker may lie good in one oility and poor in another: for example, a very

'slow worker may be accurate. So rate all workers or. ihe first question, then rate all workers on the second,
question, and so on.

4. Practice and experience usually improve a worker's ikill. However, one worker with six months' experience
may be a better worker than another with six years' experience. Don't rate one worker as poorer than
another merely .beause of a lesser amount of experience.

5. Rate the worker; according to the work they have done over a period of several weeks or months. Don't ,

rate just on the basis cti" one "good" day, oi one "bad" day or some tinkle incident. Think in terms of
each wo'rker's usual or typicalsperformance.

Rate only the abilities listed on the rating sheet. Do not let factors such as cooperativeness, ability to
get along with others, promptness and honesty influen'ce your ratings. Although these aspects of a worker
are important, they are of no value for this study as a "yardstick" against which to compare aptitude
test scores.

MA 7.66
Apr. 1973

,

"

4.

k4,
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NAME OF WORKER (Print) (Last) (Pinot)

SEX: MALE

Company Job Title:"

FEMALE

How often do you see this worker
in work situation?

How long have you worked with this worker?

IX All the time.
0 Under one month.

O Several times a day.
0 One to two months.

0 Several times a week.
0 Three to five months.

o Seldoni.
0 Six months or more.

A. How much can this worker get done? (Worker's ability to make efficient use of time and to work kt high veed.)

(If it is possible to rate only the,quantity of work which a person can do on this job as adequate or inadequate,

use 02 to indicate "inadequate" and 04 to indicate "adequate.")

O 1. Capable of very low work output. Can perform only at an unsatisfactory pace.

O 2. Capable of low work output. Cin perform at a slow pace..

O 3. Capable of fair work output. Can perform at an acceptable pace.

"0 4. Capable of high work output. Can perform at a'fast pace.

O 5. Capable of very high work output. Can perform at an unusually fast pace.
r

. How good is the quality of work? (Worker's ability to do high-grade work which meets quality standards.)

O I. Performance is inferior and almost never meets minimum quality standards.

O 2. Performance is usually acceptable but somewhat inferior in quality.

O 3. Perfopuince is acceptable but usually.not superior in quality.

O 4. Performance is usually superior in quality.

O 5. Performance is almost always of the highest" quality.

C. How accuratvis the work? (Worker's ability to avoid making mistakes.)

O I. Makes very many mistakes. Work needs constant checking.

O 2. Makes frequent mistakes. Work needs more,checking than is desirable.

O 3. Makes mistakes occasionally. Work needs only normal checking.

O 4. Makes few mistakes. Work seldog needs checking.

O 5. Rarely makes a mistake. Woi jc. alnpst never needs checking.

MA 7-6i
Apr. 1913
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How much does the worker know about the job? (Wor er's understanding of the principles, equipment, materials
and methods that have to do directly or indirectly with he work.)

O I. Has very limited knowkdge. Does not know enough to\ do the job adequately. -

\O 2. Has little knowledge. Knows enough to get by.

O 3. Has moderate amount of knowledge. Knows enough to do fair work.

O 4. Has broad knowledge. Knows enough to do good work.

O S. Has cOmplete knowledge. Knows the job thoroughly.

-
How large a variety of job duties can the worker perform efficiently? (Worker's ability to handle several different
operations.)

O 1. Cannot perform different operations adequately.

O 2. Can perform a limited number of different operations effiCiently.

O 3. Can perform several different operations with reasonable efficiency.

El 4. Can perform many different operations efficiently-

O 5. Can perform an unusually large variety of different operations efficiently.

. Considering all the factors already rated, and only these factors, how good is this worker? (Worker's all-around
ability to do the job.)

El 1. Performance usually not acceptable,

O 2. Perfoimance somewhat inferior.

O 3. A fairly proficient worker.

O 4. Performance usually superio-.

O S. An unusually competent worker.

Complete the following ONLY if the worker is no longer on the job.

What do you think is the reason this person left the job? (It is not necessary to show the official reason if you
feel that there is another reason, as this form will not be shown to anybody in the company.)

O 1. Fired because of inability to do the job.

0 2. Quit, and I fed that it was because of difficulty doing the job.

O 3. Fired or laid.off fOr reasons other than ability to do ,the job (i.e., absenteeism ). reductionin force).

El 4. Quit, and I feel the reason for quitting was not related to ability'to do the job.

S. Quit or was promoted or reassigned because the worker had learned the job well and wanted to advance.

"U-T115' BY

4./

TITLE DATE

COMPANY OR ORGANIZATION. LOCATION ICIty; Stole, ZIP Code)

GPO 63.716 MA 7-66
Apr. 1973



APPENbIZ

JOB .DUTIES

.
.

JOB TITLE: Twenty-One Dealer (amuse. & rec.). 343:467-018'
.

.
. 0.

'Guide for°06cupational Exploration (G.O.E.) Code-09.04.02 Sales Services

S-473R82,

.erY,

JOB SUMMARY: Controls actiyities at blackjack table in gambling casino.

Shuffles four detks of playing cards following prescribed procedure and

positions cards in shoe. Deals cards from shoe to players and,self accord-

ing to game rules and casino regulatifts. Calls out value of each player's

cards and dealslextra cards according to player's instructions. flewd

point values'of players and own cards to determine winner of Playing hand

according to rules of game. Collects chips of losing wagers and pays out

winning bets to players. Exchanges players' currency for chipf, used exclu-

sively at table. .

WORK PERFORMED: Opens blackjack table. Counts chips in tray'to Verify total.

Opens four decks of playing'cards. :Removes nonplaying cards such as jbkers

and advertisemerit cards. Visually 6xamines each card lbr defects sdch.asIt>

misprints, discolorationa arid markings. Ineetts examined decks. into !discard

hplder. Mixes,playing cards by placing-both hands palms down on cards and

moving hands in revolving motiOn (chimmy shuffle).

* Riffle shuffles cards. Mixes playing cards by holding one-half of playing
0

cards with each hand, positioning cards against each other, raising and

releasing cards with thumbs tio arternately Place cards into one stack. Hands

&it card to specified blackjack4player for insertion into stacked cards to

cut deck of cards. Places rear cards at front ef deck to complete cutting'of

cards. 'Inseigs deckinto shoe.

Deals cards. Scans bet spots on table layout to idenafy chips denoting

number and location of players at table. Slides cards from shoe onto table, °

turns card tcgexpose point value tt all players and positions card face up in

front of first player's wagered chip(s). Repeats procedure clockwise around

table to all players and dealer until each participant has two cards.

* Contras play of game. Mentally computes total point value of cards., Repeats

dealing cards to player.until player 'indicates no card or Point value of cards'

exceeds 21.e Repeats-playing procedure to each player around table clockwise.

Calls out dealer caid value to players and draws cards from shoe when value of

. cards is under'16.--StApds pat'if origirial value is 17'or higher. Distributes

chips to players still in game when dealer's point.total exceeds 21. Calls.out

dealer's point total and. collects player's wager when point total is less than

dealer's. Scoops up cards upon tompletion of game.

Eitchanges money into chips... Grasps stack of chips from tray, fingers and stacks

chips in,equal value to bill,(s) in a prescribed manner and slides Across table

to buyef. Slides bill(s) into drop box %ming a paddle.
4
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S-473R82.

JOB TITLE: Dice (Craps) Dealer (amase. & rec.) 343.467018 .

Guide for Occupational Exploration (G.O.E.) -Code 09.04.02 Sales Services

JOB SUMMARY: Controls activities at craps 'table in gambling casino, working as
meMber of rotating four-person team: Distributes dice to shooter, using stick;
positions players' chips-on layout of table according to bets specified and repo-.
gitions chips when Apguired by rules of game; calls out point total of rolled
dice and winning and losing bets; collects losing bets; mentally computes winning
payouts- based upon payout odds and sum wagered, using memorized formulas; informs
players of various types of-bets between rolls of dice to-encouiage betting; con-
stantly views table layout to prevent cheating; exchanges currency for chips used
in game; and explains rules and iegulations of game to unknowlegeable players.

WORK PERFORMED
Stickman Position: Controls stick. Picks up and manipulates stick to grasp five

* dice with curved stick and moves dice around table to the shooter for selection
of two of the five dice that will be'used in game. Grasps remaining three dice

with stick and moves-dice to home plate. Viewedice in shooter's hand and visually

- follows course of dice.thrown down table. Calls out numberical total of dice.
Grasps dice with stick to await ahooter's next roll,'while dealers are collecting
and paying off bets. Sticks dice to shooter for next roll.

* Maintains proposPtion bets section' of table layout. Collects chips wagered on,

164in& bets. Rapidly computes payoff on winning proposition bets based on amount
of wager-and odds on bet using memorized formulas. Identifies.winners around table
by chip locations on l'ayout of winning bets and point stiCk at winner(a) sequen-
tialry informing-dealers of sut to be paid e winner-.

* Annouces winning and losing betii.---/dert-tifits numerical count of dice rolled by

shooter. .Calls out total number andwinning and-ro-§ing-bets to assist the dealers
in payOuts, chip movement_onjayout, and collection of Wagered bets.

EncOurages wagering. Announees various types of proposition bets tO -Maintain
.player'enthusiasm in game,

Dealer Position:
* .Sells chips to player. Picks upand counts bills or hand bills to boxman to

count. Computes number ofchipt to match value of customer's bills. Grasps,

statks and pushes chips to purchase plaYerin prescribed manner.

* Collects and pays out wagers. Listens to stickman announce nuterical total
of throWn dice. Visually locates losing bets on table layout. Grasps chips

and slides to dealer's position. Identifies location on layout of winning bets
and rapidly calculates amount of payout for each winning bet using memorized
formulas according to rules of game. Grasps and positions stacks of appro-
priately valued chipas, fingers chips in a prescribed manner and pushes to
'winning bettor's location.

* Miscellaneous tasks. InfOrms player placing bet disallowed by game rules and
casino regulations. Advises unknowledgeable players of opportunity to play .

"odds bet up to amount of original come, .don't come,,pass or don't pass wager".
JO
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.-JOB TITLE: Roulette Dealer (amuse. & rec.) 343.467-018 A

A

S-473R82

Guide for Occupational Exploration (G.O.E.) Code 09.04.02 Sales gervices,

JOB SUMMARY: Controls activities at roulette table in gambling casino.

Exchanges chips, used exclusively at table, for players' ZUrrency; positions

chips for players seeking to Place combination bets; spins ball and Wheel;

visually identifies'ball location in wheel.slot, and announces dorresponding

winning number and color; views chips.on fable layout:to identify winning and
losing beta; collects chips on losing bets; calculates payouts on winning bets
using memorized keys and pays out-corresponding value in chips; explains rules
of game to unknowledgeable players; exchanges game chips for dollar valued
chips when player leaves roulette table%

WORK PERFORMED: 'Opens roulette table. %Computes value of chips at table and

verifies against-amount recorded on count card.
-

* Sells chips to players. Computes num141. of chips to Match value 'of customer's

bills. Grasps, stacks and slides chips across table to player in prescribed

manner. Inserts bills into drop box using paddle. '

Controls games.' Calls out "place your bets"16ile continually Observing

table layout. Briefly explains different types of bets and payout,odds.

Inserts right hand into wheel number slot. AGrasis ball between thumb and

index finger, pushes 1-Jheelngently in counterclockwise direction, moves'hahd
in clockwise direction while releasing.ball under rim of wheel to set ball

add whee ih motion.

* Collects and pays oa on,bets. Listens as ball drops into slot on wheel and

glances into wheel to idgntify number and color of slot'in which ball is seated.

Positions layout marker atop correspaddirig number on table layout to identify

winning and losing bets. Rakes in losingchips in prescribed manner. Rapidly

calculates payout of winning wagers in prescribed sequence, using memorized

keys. Pushes chips over table to winning player.

Mucks chips. Seacka chips in holding area according to color and p.attern.

**Cashes out player'schips. Exchanges game chips for dollar valued chips when

player leaves table),
, .

.A

4
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87473882

JOB TITLE: BaCcarat Dealer (aMuse. & rec.) 343.467-018

' Guide for Occupational Exploration(G.O.E.) Code 09.04.02 Sales Services

#

JOB SUMMARY: Controls activities' at baccarat table in gamb tg casino .

working as member 61 rotating four-person team. Chimmy, ri fle, and
lace-shuffles prescribed number of decks of playing cards and inserts

into shoe. Passes shoe to specified player and calls out point values
of bank and player cards dealt from shoe. Calls for additional cards
when prescribed by game rules, and announces winner of playing hand. ,

Collects and pays out chips accordingly. Computes house commission on
winning bank wages and positions marker button on table layout to identify
player and-amount owed. Periodically collects commission owed by players.
Sells chips used at table to players.

WORK PERFORMED:

Shoeman Tasks: Shuffles cards. Positions individual deck.of cards face

* down on table. Scans each card for defects such as misprints and marks
and removes defective cards from deck, Shuffles eight decks of playing

cards in pc-scribed manner. Hands cut cards to specified player to cut
Inse ts cards into shoe. Pushes shoe to player controlling bank

r to first player counterclockwise around table at start of game.
pc
banker

Co rl" play of game. Observes player controlling shoe (banker). Scans

cards to identify point values. Announces totals and identifies winner

of garpe according to,rules of.the game.
-4-\.

* Sells- chips to players. Scans currency placed by player. Computes number
of chips of specified denomination required to equal currency and grasps
stacks of chips from tray using firigers in prescribed manner. Lifts

paddle from drop box and deposits currency.
;

.

Dealer Tasks:4 Collects and pays out wagers. Listens to shoemap announce
Ir. game winner and scans table. layout to identify losing and winning wagers.
Positions hands, palms &Own, and rakerOn.Chips on losing bets to chip
stacking area. Positik! stack-of chips next to winning bets, ilides.index
finger-over wagered chips and, through Stack to pay out equal number of chips.

. ,

* Computes and collects hctuse commission.. .Scans winning chips on table layout
when bank win6.- Computeis houie oOmMission (5%) on each bet. Requests

commission payment from-players, informing players_of amount.owed,

* These job duties are designated as ctifical since they must be performed
competently if the job is to be performed ina satisfactory manner.
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APPENDIX 6

Training Course Outline

Twenty-One
160 Hours

A. Orientation
1. Casino Career Intititute

2. Game of Blackjack

B. .Casino Policies °

41.
1. State.Regulations
2. Casino Rules and Regulations

C. Opening and Closing the Game

1. Equipment Inventory
2. Financial Accountability

D. Game Rules and Regulations

1. Dress and Appearance
2. Customer Relations

3. Minimum and.Maximum Limits.
4., Interim Repoits
5. Interim Fills
6. Procedure for Advances

.7. Method of Making Pay Outs

8. Stance and Position of Dealers

E. Duties and Responsibilities of Dealer

1. Chip tray adequately filled

2. Players' contentment,

3. Insure correctness

4. Regulate speed of game

F. Chip Handling
1. Chip Cutting

a. Tyo color pay outs
b. 'Three color pay outs

c. Mtthod of Blackjack paY outs

d. Method'of Insurance pay outs

2: Chip Conversion
3. Chip Exchange

d. Card Shuffling
1. Shoe Loading
2. ,Card Cutting

0

H. Card Dealing
1. 8tyle and bee
2. Pushing and Gr ppi

3. Card,Box Posi ioning
4. 'Splitting Pa rs

5. Doubling Procedure
6. To Three Players

7. To Five Players

.9
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8. 1 To a'Full Complement

9. Take and Pay Procedures
10. Hitting Low Hand
11% Procedure to Make Pay Outs
12. Insurance Pay Outs
13. NCard Totaling

I. Accounting Procedures
1. Advances to the Table
2; Returns to the Cage
3. Change Procedure
4. Credit Procedure

J. Security
1. Equipment
2. Money

K. Dress,.Appearance and Conduct

L; Customer Relations
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Dice . 240 Hours

A. Orientation
1. Casino Career Institute
2, Game of Cr.aps

B. Casino Policy ,

1. State regulations
2. Casino rules and procedures

C.. Opening the Game'
Inventory
a. .Equipment
b. Chips

c. Money

D. Closing the'Game
Inventory
a. Equipment
b. Chips

c. Money

g Game Rules and Procedures
1. Winning bets

2. Losing bets
3. Proposition bets
4. PLACE betting pay outs

5. Take And pay .

6. Cash chahge

- 7. Color ch/inge

8. Advances to the table
a. Credit slips
b. Intellm_fills

9. Returns from the table

10.. Player's markers

F. Duties, Functions and Responsibiliey of the Craps Crew

1. Base dealer
(

a. Insures accuracy of all procedures

b. Prevents any deviation from casino policies and procedures

c. Watches player money
d. Deals openly so boxman can read pay outs

i. Boxman
a. Supervises and gives constant surveillante to dealers

b. Keeps account of players' betting transactions

c. Constantly checks for accuracy

d. Handles all complaints and makes all first line decisions

e. Controls the game at all times
-

3. Stickman .

a. Gives constant surveillance to dice and the area in which

they are thrown
b.. Promotes proposition betting
c. Keeps players enthused .

a. Checks for accuracy in pay outs

e. Regulates speed of game
, f. Ability to handle stick

7

.:13.. Command of traditional stickman's jargon

L .

,

0

r
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G. Layout Memorizaiiore
1. Stickman's4proposition
2. Second base
3. Third -uase

4. Dice odds
5. .Off and on situations

H. Bets,
1. Need for
2. Need for
3. Kinds

a. PASS

a good background in fundamentals of math
memorization of odds

LINE
Oddb at players' optiore

bON'T PA:SS
Odds at players' option

c COME
40dds at players' opt-ion,

d. DON'T COME
Odds at Players' option

e. FIELD
f. BIG SIX
g. BIG EIGHT
h. PLACE
i. HARDWAY

Proposition
j. CRAPS

Proposition
k. ELEVEN

Proposition
1. BUY
m. LAY
n. CALL

betting

betting

betting

I. Chip Handling
1. Chip CutXing exercises

a. Drop one and cut
b. One to fik,e bridge--

c. Index picking of chips
d. Sizing,into chips - two,

J. Use of'Ciedit Markers
. .

K. Accounting Procedures
I. Advances yo table
2. Returns from table

L. Security
I. dime equipment
2. House and player money

three, four or five high

M. Dress, Appearance and Conduct of Dealer

N. Customer Relations
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'Roulette

A. Orientation
1. Casino Career Institute
2. Game of Roulette

)

- 200 Hours

4

B. CasineOl'olicr
1. State regulations
2. Casino rules and regulations

C. Procedurcta for Opening and Closing the Game

1. Equipment inventory
2. Financial accountability

D. Game Rules andlrocedures
1. Odds on.betting
2. Pay out procedures
3. Method of clearing the table

Duties and Redponsibilities of Dealer
1. Regulate game sited
2. Player contentment
3. Insure accuracy of pay outs
4. Adequate chip fill

.g

F. Layout Memory

G. Kinds of Bets
1. COLUMN
2. LOW or HIGH, RED or BLACK, ODD or.EVEN

3. DOZEN
4. SIXLINE
5. STREET
6. CORNER '

7. SPLIT
8. STRAIGHT UP

H. Chip.Handling
1. Mucking chips
2. Pushing chips to player

3. Pulling chips from rack
4. Stacking chipa.in 20's by feel

5. Cutting down chips into unit size

6. Push cutting
7. Drop cutting

I. Procedures Involved in Spinning Ball
1.. Two-fold reverse spin action
2. Technique in gripping the ball i(

J.. Use of Credit Markers
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,
1 K

K. Accounting Procedures ,

1. Advances to the table
RetUrns from the table

L. SecurityProcedures.
1. Equipment security
2. Game security .

a. Protection of player money
b. Protection of house dOney

M. Dress, Appearance and Conduct

N. Customer Relations

1:1

17,

p
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Baccarat
C-

A. Orientation
1. Casino Career Instijute.
2. Game of Baccarat

B. Casino Policy
1. CALL bets
2. State 'regulations
3. Change of staff at table

C. Procedures for Opening Game
1. Inventory of equipment-

'2. Inventory-of money

D. Procedures for Closing Game
1. Inventory of equipment
2. Inventory of money
3. Cashing in table

E. Game Rules and Procedures
1. Rules
a. Card values
b. Hand values
c. Player's hand rules
d. Bank's hand rules

2. Procedures

a. Making change
b. Commission deduction
c. Payment of wins
d. Advances to table
e. Returns from table
f. Take and pay

F. Duties of Dealer
1. Senior dealer

Card calling
2. Dealer

Card calling

200 Hours

G. Baccarat"Jargon

H. Chip Handling
-

Chip Cutting, Exercises .

a. Drop one and cut

t. One to five bridge \

c. Index picking af chipa ,

d. Sizing into chitia - two, three, four or five high,.

. iP

3 5



I. Card Shuffling
1. Chimmy sh0fle
2. Riffle shuffle
3. Cutting cards
4. Loading shoe

J. Use of Credit Markers

K. Security
1. Equipment
2. House money
3. Player money

L. 'Dress, Appearance and Conduct

M. Customer Relations

U.S. GOVERNMENT MINTING OFFICE: IOW - 0- 361-270/4948
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